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I was diagnosed with ovarian cancer on June 5, 2007. However, I knew something was wrong because I was having severe back pain, swelling of my legs and lower back, stomach pain, watery, bright red eyes, and vomiting. I went to the emergency room and they said there was nothing wrong with me and sent me home. The next morning,
still in a lot of pain, I went back to the emergency room, and they diagnosed me with diverticulitis, ulcers, and a UTI. They took me to the GI clinic and gave me two shots, sent me home, and told me not to go back to the hospital unless it got worse. Since my back was killing me, I went to a physical therapy clinic for help. I was told not to be
too sore or tired because I would never get better. They gave me exercise, stretching, and traction. In the beginning they were very kind. But after a couple of weeks they told me that I was pushing my muscles too hard and that I needed to ease up. I went to the PT 5 days a week for 10 weeks. When I first went back to them, I was told that

I had improved and I could go home, however, I was given a lot more work. I was asked to do full body stretches. I did all of the exercises the instructor said to do, but because I was in so much pain I stopped a lot of them. In those days I did not know about exercises that could help with back pain. I did everything I was told to do without
any knowledge of other exercises. At the beginning of my physical therapy, my legs were fine and my back was really hurting a lot. The pain was so bad that I could hardly walk. I went to the PT office only once a week. However, I was asked to do push-ups and pull-ups every day. They were not easy for me. I also lifted a 200-pound

dumbbell, which would have been impossible for me a month before. Also I was given a rigorous exercise plan to do as I went home. I took the bus two blocks to the PT center and walked back. I must have done that daily for an hour. While I was at home, I would do my exercise plan, too. I did all of these exercises for my back pain. The PT
was great with my back pain. She gave me more stretching for my back. After weeks of this, my back pain finally went away. I went to the doctor's office monthly for pain management. I still have pain in my back from the muscle spasms. I had a CT scan of my back in September to see if there was any fluid in my back. However, there was
not. In January, my PT said that my back was fine. Now I am able to do exercises that help me stretch and build up my muscles. For example, I can do plank exercises without help from anyone. I have gained back my flexibility and strength. My back is still a little weak. But I live with that and take it easy when I have to do things that really
hurt. I can do more things than I ever thought I could. I have gained over 30 lbs since I was diagnosed because I was in so much pain. I lost the weight, but I now have a permanent colostomy bag because I cannot control my bowels and when I am unable to control them, I need it. I have learned to deal with it. I hope you will get your life

back and enjoy living like you want to. Go after your goals as I did, and do not give up! I am still having bowel problems, although not as bad as before. I believe that my body is recovering. 5ec8ef588b
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